PHOENIX SYSTEMS UK LTD

PRODUCT
ENGINEER
We're looking for a full time Product Engineer to join
our Engineering Team at our Fareham Head Office.

Phoenix Systems UK Limited are your PCB, and contracted
electronics turnkey solutions provider, for the manufacture
of electronic equipment and printed circuit board
assemblies, to the aerospace, defence, medical, transport,
automotive, education and industrial sectors.

If you're interested, submit your CV today!
All applicants are required to email their CV to:
richardl@phoenixsystemsuk.com
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PRODUCT ENGINEER
The Product Engineer will have responsibility for providing manufacturing
documentation and engineering support to ensure the day to day manufacturing
build requirements are met. Understanding of engineering drawings, Bills of
Materials and production planning is essential

What you'll do:
Prioritise work requiring Production Build Packs.
Communicate any problems of an internal nature to the Lead Engineer
and to communicate with Customers on problems or process issues
appertaining to contracts placed with the company.
Configuration control of all supplied documents & engineering packs
To ensure products manufactured by Phoenix conform to customer
approval requirements.
Inputting Bills of Materials and signing off Bills of Materials inputted on
Progress Plus by another employee.
To ensure customer design changes are carried out at agreed
implementation points.
Play an active role in process improvement groups to help find the root
cause of faults and eliminate them
Support Production in analysis of product yields and trends
NPI
Provide design for manufacture feedback to customers and prospective
customers to ensure products are optimised for assembly using Phoenix
processes.
To provide labour estimates to the sales department as required
To help process engineering devise and implement new methods and
processes to reduce manufacturing defects to zero and maximise
efficiency
Production and Quality support.
To carry out any other duties relevant to the position
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PRODUCT ENGINEER
What you'll bring:
Excellent communicator, written and verbal.
Disciplined and controlled approach
Strong eye for detail and the ability to maintain accurate records
Responsive
Must be able to work under own initiative to solve problems.
Highly motivated and able to motivate others to achieve
Calm and collected, with the ability to work in a busy environment
Good interpersonal skills
Essential:
Excellent comprehension of engineering drawings, Bills of Materials,
good PC skills and record keeping
Desirable:
Previous experience of an Engineering role in a CEM
A good broad based knowledge in the recognition and handling of
electronic components and sub-assemblies

Why Phoenix Systems?
We are a family run business with over 20 years of experience and
competence in the PCB, PCBA, electronics manufacturing and turnkey box
build assembly facility, always embracing and investing in the latest
cutting edge technology.
Perks at Work membership providing 100s of discounts with a range of
brands
Enhanced Pension Scheme
Enhanced Maternity/ Paternity packages
Early finish Friday
24 Days Holiday with the ability to buy up to an extra 5 days holiday
Employee referral bonus
Free parking

